FACT SHEET
FACTS ABOUT COMPLEX REHAB TECHNOLOGY (CRT)

BUDGET DUST

What you don't see CAN hurt you.

Budget Dust is a small and/or inconsequential amount of money, often what remains after a larger budgeted amount is spent.

CRT spending is about .06% and is not enough to show up in a pie chart.

PRESSURE INJURIES

$500 - $1600  Cost of pressure reduction cushion/seating
$7,500 - $25,000  Cost of powered seating that provides effective weight shift for user
$100,000 - $175,000  Cost of treating one person with a pressure injury

THE RISKS OF PRESSURE INJURY

A prolonged course of treatment is required for pressure injuries to heal.

While healing I may miss:
- work
- school
- medical appointments
- family life
- community activities

CONGRESS MUST ACT NOW

CRT systems are individually configured to the user. We want to protect access to equipment for all CRT Users.

- 50% reduction in skin issues
- Improvement of physical health and well-being
- Disease progression may slow
- Ability to connect with others through work, education, recreational, and leisure activities allows for a healthy, happy lifestyle!

Contact your member of Congress by visiting http://www.access2crt.com/advocacy/
Ask them to sign on to H.R. 2293, S. 1223, and H.R. 2408

LEARN MORE ON OUR FACEBOOK PAGE @UNITE4CRT
BROUGHT TO YOU BY NRRTS AND OUR CRT USER COALITION #UNITE4CRT
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